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Hawks bounce Boston, earn another shot at LeBron James and the Cavs 

By Matt Moore 

The Atlanta Hawks are moving on after defeating the Celtics in Game 6 Thursday to win their series 4-2. 

That's the good news. The bad news is the Hawks will face the No. 1 seedCleveland Cavaliers in the 

conference semifinals starting Monday. 

The Hawks were the clear better team against Boston, and were more dominant against them than a six-

game series would necessarily indicate. Boston has a lot of questions heading into a big offseason, but 

that's for another time. For now, Atlanta has to find encouragement in being able to respond and win a 

series when things didn't always go right for them. 

Now they face the best team in the Eastern Conference, which will be a monster challenge. 

Here's four things to know about the Hawks as they advance to the second round. 

1. The Hawks were just better than the Celtics 

It's true. Atlanta had a room for error against an inferior Boston roster that it won;t have against the 

Cavs. Even though the Celtics and Hawks finished the regular season with identical records, it was pretty 

apparent from the jump in this series that Atlanta was the better team on paper and definitely on the 

court. They had shooters where Boston had none, and they had smarter passes and more defensive 

versatility. Boston's defense was its calling card all year and they still forced the Hawks into a rough 

offensive series. But the Celtics had to find offense with defensive question marks like Jared 

Sullinger and Evan Turner. The Hawks had no such weaknesses in the personnel they put on the floor. 

The Celtics won two games behind monstrous effort and brilliant Isaiah Thomasperformances. Atlanta 

also shot disgustingly poorly on uncontested looks in those games. But they were getting the shots they 

wanted. They were executing. They were quicker, more precise. Game by game, when you saw the ball 

movement and quality execution that the Hawks played with, and the ragtag mechanisms the Celtics 

had to turn to, especially after the Avery Bradley injury, it was obvious that the only way the Celtics 

would win was if the Hawks simply fell apart. They didn't. 

The Hawks were the better team and after Boston's momentum ran out, that proved itself in the final 

two games. 

2. This isn't the same Atlanta team the Cavs swept last year 

If there's any huge takeaway from this Boston series, it's that Atlanta is a much more physical defense 

than it was last year. They have some nastiness to them. Atlanta blocked 52 Boston shots in this series, 

which is tied for the second most in a first-round series that went six in NBA history, and is top five for a 

first-round series overall. 

The Hawks get into the body on the perimeter and contest inside with veriticality. They're also smart, 

and learned the Celtics' rotations by Game 5 and started to anticipate them. 

This series was big for them. They made it to the conference finals last year, but it always seemed like 

they would win by virtue of the limitations of the other team, just by a hair, not because of their own 



 

 

 

performance. The Celtics were certainly limited, but the Hawks took control of this seriesthe longer it 

went and in Games 5 and 6 played their best basketball of the past two postseasons. 

That breeds confidence, and this team has to feel like even if it's not the offensive juggernaut it was last 

year, it's better equipped for playoff basketball this year. 

3. They still do face significant matchup problems against Cleveland 

Unfortunately, a vastly improved defense might not be enough to really make a difference against 

Cleveland, particularly if Atlanta doesn't find its shooting on a more consistent basis. The Cavs are red-

hot right now. The Big Three is playing together. But the problems are also tactical for the Hawks. 

Atlanta smothered Boston by collapsing the paint and daring shooters to beat them. That worked 

against Marcus Smart, Jae Crowder and Jared Sullinger. It's a different matter when it's Kyrie Irving, J.R. 

Smith and Kevin Love. 

The Cavs' shooting is going to give Atlanta difficulties. Last year in that sweep, the Hawks tried to shut 

down LeBron James, leaving those other shooters open. That's the same approach they took with Isaiah 

Thomas in the first round this year. LeBron James is not Isaiah Thomas. He'll power past and through 

them, and worse, find shooters as he did last year when J.R. Smith lit Atlanta up. 

The Hawks can make adjustments and counter some of this, but there's only so many ways you can 

comfortably flip your scheme upside down. 

The Cavs will be heavily favored. 

4. Role players were big vs. Boston, and will be even more crucial vs. Cleveland 

The Hawks used this round to get some real confidence boosts. Kent Bazemore had a huge series vs. the 

Celtics. Mike Scott got back into the rotation. Dennis Schröder had his struggles to begin the series but 

as it went on, he gained comfort, control, and started to really attack the Celtics, even if he yapped a 

little too much. The Hawks found ways to create looks for Kyle Korver after the Celtics did things to take 

him away early in the series. 

They need these guys to step up because the Cavs are much better designed to limit Paul Millsap and Al 

Horford with their personnel than Boston was. Effectively, the Hawks now take on the role that the 

Celtics just played against them. They are at a talent deficit vs. Cleveland. To have any chance, they have 

to win in the margins, try and outduel the entire Cavs team, and to do that they need big contributions 

from all over. 

They are also -- knock on wood -- remarkably healthy compared to last year. 

  


